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Introduction

• Inclusivity – including guests of all ages, 
sizes, abilities, and body types

– Legal requirements

– Safety

– Guest relations

– Accessibility



Introduction
• Biomechanics – the application of mechanical 

engineering principles to the biology and physiology of 
living organisms

• Analyze motions and forces affecting guests on a ride
– human capabilities

– incident analysis

– restraint design

– hazard analysis



What we do
• We see how people interact with a ride

– Limitations

– Capabilities

– Interactions with restraints

• We see shape and size
– How that affects design

– How that affects operations

• ADA
– “Capabilities necessary for safety” 

– Structure versus function



Topics

• Current state of the art

• Obstacles and roadblocks

• Paths forward



State of the Art
• Mandated accessibility

– Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

• Voluntary accessibility
– Cognitive difference

– Neuromuscular difference

– Limb difference

– Age/size accessibility

• Functional requirements

• Specific hazard analyses



Obstacles

• People come in a wide-variety of shapes and sizes!



Obstacles
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Obstacles

• No common language
– Able-bodied, disabled, handicapped, limb-different, limb-typical, 

natural, functional, full, intact, bracing, holding, grasping

– We do not agree on what words to use

– We do not agree on what a word means

• Without understanding each other, we cannot advance



Obstacles

• Operators can increase revenue and 
decrease liability by letting everyone ride

• Manufacturers can decrease liability (and 
costs) by letting no one ride

• In practice, we operate by balancing these
– How to let everyone who should, ride…

– But not allow anyone who should not?



Obstacles

• Hazard analyses



Obstacles
• May not explore all consequences

– A frequent, serious hazard has the same risk as a catastrophic, 

occasional one

– But a hazard analysis may only describe the cause and mitigation for 

one of these

• Ride countermeasures may be poorly explained



Obstacles
• Rider requirements may be 

ambiguous
– Bracing versus holding

– What is a limb?

– Structure vs function

• Rider capabilities are hard to predict



Obstacles
• You each best understand your part of the ride experience

– Rider: your abilities and needs

– Operator: your ride’s operational history and behavior in practice

– Manufacturer: your ride’s conception and design 

– OEM: your component’s conception and design (ex: ride vehicle)

• Communicate
– Rider and operator

– Operator and manufacturer

– Manufacturer and OEM

• Are we reporting all the incidents and near-incidents we should be?
– By standard and statute



Where we are now
• Biomechanical issues

– People vary in shape, size, and capability

– Body configuration can also vary in hard-to-predict ways

– Ride designs make fundamental assumptions about 
• How riders are shaped

• What capabilities riders have (structural and functional and 
cognitive)

– Ride operators interpret the ride design using limited 
information



Where we are now

• Knowledge gaps
– Each stakeholder best knows their own domain…

– …But does not always tell the others

• Mistaken assumptions
– Sometimes anatomic requirements are really 

functional requirements…

– …But not always



Where we are now
• Do the best with what we have

– Our knowledge of our riders

• Demographics

• Accessibility needs/demands

• Functional analysis

– Our knowledge of our equipment

– Our knowledge of our history and experience

– Data collection

– Analysis of ride-specific hazards, parameters, and operating requirements

– Engineering analysis

• Integrate all of the above into a reasonable go/no-go criterion



Paths Forward
• Find a common language

• Define ride and rider requirements in functional terms
– What can a rider do, not what do they have

– What must a vehicle/seat/restraint achieve in order to succeed

– Easier to use and more flexible than anatomic requirements

• Clear and specific
– Hazard Analyses should clearly define the problem and the solution

• Multiple versions of same outcome risk

– Anatomic requirements, if necessary, should be specific
• Does “to the elbow” mean a full humerus, some elbow, or a complete elbow?

– Everyone benefits from better communication



Paths Forward
• Communicate!

– Review the hazard analysis

– If you do not know – ask!
• Talk to your manufacturer

– They know what the ride is supposed to be

– They know what they have seen in other installations

• Talk to your buyer/operator
– They know what their ride actually is

– They know what incidents/near-misses they have seen

• Learn about your riders

• Track near misses, too
– If you do know – tell!

– A near incident may become the next incident

– Communicate to the manufacturer!



The End!


